N2 WILD COAST TOLL HIGHWAY PROJECT
MINUTES OF ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
COMMITTEE MEETING NUMBER 9

Date:

14 November 2018

Time:

10h30

Venue: Mtamvuna Room, Wild Coast Sun

No.
1.

Item
OPENING AND WELCOME

1.1

Opening
Mr Drew (NMA Effective Social Strategists) opened the meeting and introduced Mr Mongezi Langa
(ECPTA) who has been appointed as the new Outreach Manager for the Biodiversity Offset
Agreement (BOA) and was attending the meeting for the first time. Refer to attendance register for
list of attendees

1.2

Apologies
Apologies were given for Ms Kershaw (DEA), Mr Gabula (DEDEAT), Mr Denison (WESSA) and Ms
Thompson (DMR) who will in future be represented by Mr Kubheka (DMR).

1.3

Observers
Mr Drew welcomed Ms Pretorius (Sustaining the Wild Coast) and Mr Goss (Wild Coast citizen) as
observers to the meeting.

2.

ADOPTION OF AGENDA

2.1

The agenda was adopted without any amendments or additions.

3.

PROGRESS UPDATE ON N2 WILD COAST TOLL HIGHWAY PROJECT - SANRAL

3.1

Mr Gibberd (SANRAL) gave a presentation on progress on the project (Refer to Annexure I).

4.

UPDATE ON IMPLEMENTATION OF BIODIVERSITY OFFSET AGREEMENT – ECPTA

4.1
5.

Mr Nombembe (ECPTA) gave a presentation on the implementation of the BOA (Refer to Annexure
II).
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL OFFICER (ECO) REPORTS

5.1

Southern Section (Ndwalane to Msikaba)

5.1.1

Ms Stuurman (EIMS) gave a presentation on the ECO report for the southern greenfield section Msikaba River Bridge haul roads and bridge sites. (Refer to Annexure III).

5.2

Northern Section (Msikaba to Mtamvuna)

5.2.1

Mr Lepono (Ecosolve Consulting) gave a presentation on the ECO report for the northern greenfield
section - Mtentu River Bridge and haul roads. (Refer to Annexure IV).

6.

ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT REPORT

6.1

Ms Ntene (Letsolo) gave a presentation on the environmental audit report. (Refer to Annexure V).

7.

ADOPTION OF PREVIOUS EMC MINUTES

7.1

The minutes of the previous meeting were adopted as an accurate reflection of the proceedings of
the meeting without any further amendments or additions. They were sent out for comment to EMC
members after the previous meeting and then placed on the project website.

8.

MATTERS ARISING

8.1

Matters Arising from the Minutes of EMC Meeting No 8 on 15 August 2018

Action

Item 8.1: SANRAL to inform the local communities of the channels they can use to raise concerns
about the project.
Mr Drew said SANRAL was establishing a local office in Flagstaff and once up and running there
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would be an email address and phone number where the public and local community can call for
information or register complaints, whether on construction or environmental issues or any other
matter relating to the project. He asked for an update on progress with this facility.
Mr Gibberd said that the offices would be ready soon.
Mr Drew requested that the local communities be informed as soon as the contact details are
available. If there are issues then they can be coordinated from a central point and delegated to the
relevant person to address and a record can be kept of how and when they were responded to.
8.2

Item 8.2: SANRAL to include DEDEAT in the registration process for unlicensed sand mines.
Mr Gibberd said SANRAL is establishing a database of unlicensed sand mines in the project area
and will then contact DEDEAT to discuss the registration process.

8.3

SANRAL

Item 8.5: DEDEAT to send SANRAL the inspection report from the site inspection relating to the
permit for the removal of protected plants.
Mr Drew said that Mr De Villiers (DEDEAT) had stated at the ACC meeting that this report had been
completed but had not yet been given to SANRAL. Once received SANRAL will respond in writing to
the report. It was decided by the ACC that a meeting would then be convened in Pretoria in the last
week of January between the relevant parties to discuss the various documents governing the
relocation of TOPS so that all the issues relating to the conditions and the specific approaches being
taken can be resolved. He will request participants to put their concerns in writing so that these can
be circulated in advance of the meeting to enable the participants to prepare thoroughly.

8.5

SANRAL

Item 8.3: SANRAL agreed to raise land use planning with ECSECC as a critical concern on behalf of
the EMC and to request that a task team be set up to deal with the issue.
Mr Gibberd said he would follow up with Mr McLachlan about this.

8.4

SANRAL

NMA

Item 8.5: DEDEAT to issue a renewal permit for the removal of protected plants.
Mr Drew said this was issued and some of the conditions were rewritten to make their intent clearer.

8.6

Item 8.6: SANBI to give an opinion regarding the condition in the RoD once they have interacted
with all the people concerned.
Mr Drew said that SANBI should attend the meeting in the last week of January to discuss the
relocation of TOPS and this issue will be discussed in that meeting.

8.7

Item 8.12: ECPHRA to put concerns regarding the grave relocations in writing to SANRAL.
Mr Drew said he had followed up with Mr Mokhanya who indicated that ECPHRA would conduct
new site inspections and would report on this once these inspections had been completed.

8.8

ECPHRA

Item 8.13: System for checking and cleaning vehicles coming to site to be operationalised.
Mr Drew said HVA JV had reported that control of alien vegetation is being undertaken and includes
regular washing of construction vehicles on site with grey water which is disposed of off site,
restriction of vehicles to constructed roadways with no access allowed off these roads, regular
inspections to determine any further growth of alien vegetation which is removed if found, and
erosion control at stockpiles of construction material using silt traps.

8.9

Item 8.14: “Distribute audit reports a week before the EMC meeting.”
Mr Drew said the reports will be distributed once they have been finalised following any comments
received and the timing of the audit inspection will be looked at going forwards to see if the reports
can be distributed before the EMC meeting.

8.10

Item 8.16: DEA to report back to EMC on their site inspection and audit.
Mr Drew said a pre-compliance notice was sent to SANRAL on 26 October. SANRAL responded to
this on 9 November and DEA are still considering this response.
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8.11

Item 8.17: SANRAL to speak to municipalities and request them to attend EMC meetings.
Mr Gibberd said SANRAL will forward contact details for the people they have spoken to.

8.12

SANRAL

Item 9.1: DEA Compliance to arrange a meeting with the independent environmental auditor to
discuss reporting on the project and copy SANRAL and SLR on the correspondence.
Ms Hlongwane said the meeting took place and the issues around reporting have been resolved.

8.13

Item 9.2: Monitoring of the implementation of the BOA.
Mr Drew said that it was reported at the ACC meeting that ECPTA met with SANRAL the previous
day to discuss quarterly reporting on the BOA and this matter is still under discussion.

8.14

Item 9.3: SANRAL to send details of the relevant Eskom person so DEDEAT can follow up on
whether Eskom has the necessary permits to relocate their powerline across the Mtentu gorge.
Mr Ricketts (DEDEAT) said he received the details and contacted Eskom who said they had all the
necessary permits and he is now awaiting proof of this.

8.15

Item 9.9: Location of the water quality testing sites to be properly identified in any reporting.
Mr Fredericks confirmed that this is being done.

8.16

Item 9.10: DWS head office to do a compliance audit.
Mr Mbikwana (DWS) said this had not yet been done.

8.17

Item 9.10: Water quality data that was collected for the Mtentu River during the EIA to be used to
create a stronger set of baseline data.
Mr Fredericks said that the data in the Aquatic Ecosystems specialist report for the EIA was
checked but there wasn’t any water quality data for the Mtentu River due to accessibility. However,
there is substitute data that can be used and this will be made available.
Mr Mbikwana cautioned that old water quality information is of limited value without a detailed record
of the conditions in the catchment area at the time of testing.

8.18

Item 9.13: Any new wetlands identified which do not form part of the original wetland delineation
study to be updated on the DWS register and method statements to be kept up-to-date.
Mr Fredericks said that the method statements for piers 8 and 9 at the Mtentu Bridge site had been
sent to the relevant authorities for comment and when the updated method statements are signed
off by the Chief Resident Engineer they will be sent to DWS.

9.

OTHER ISSUES / GENERAL

9.1

Mr De Villiers said reference was made in the presentations to moving the Mzamba / R61
interchange and realigning the road past the Wild Coast Sun. He queried why this realignment was
feasible when he was told on the site visit to the forest area on the Mtentu north haul road that the
road was fixed and could not be realigned to avoid indigenous trees.
Mr Fredericks said that as per the requirements of the RoD the realignment proposal has been
forwarded to DEA for comment. He said the road reserve would require to be moved slightly from
the approved road corridor but it is envisaged there will be no net environmental effect. He said DEA
will advise on the procedure to be followed in approving the proposed road realignment.

9.2

DEA /
SLR

Mr De Villiers said he has seen correspondence referring to auxiliary roads to the interchanges, haul
roads and quarry sites and these roads are new roads which are linked to the N2 project and impact
on the PCE. He asked whether there would be additional offsets for these roads in terms of the BOA
and whether the new consultants appointed on the BOA would be looking into this.
Mr Gibbered said the interchanges on the N2 are aligned with the existing local road network and
the service roads for properties that cannot have direct access onto the N2 will be on existing
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community tracks and local roads so there should be no new roads built on undisturbed land.
9.3

Mr De Villiers said there was a photo in the presentation showing rocks that had fallen into the
Mtentu Gorge but had not reached the river and it was stated that they have no impact on the river
and that similar rock slips have occurred naturally over the years. SANRAL said at the last meeting
they would remove these rocks and this is a serious concern that must not be taken off the agenda.
Mr McCall (HVA JV) said that the southern bank of the Mtentu Gorge is of great concern to the
contractor and it is not something that is being ignored. The construction at pier 8 is extremely
difficult due to the steep slope and berms have been constructed to stop any rocks from the blasting
from rolling down the slope. When the bottom berm was constructed the slope of the berm was
similar to the natural slope of the gorge at that point and some of the rocks slipped down into the
gorge. The next step to prevent further rock slips will be to install a rock fence at the bottom of that
berm but the berm is currently too unstable to allow workers to install the fence and it is proposed to
enclose the berm with a mesh cover to make it more stable so that the rock fence can be installed.
The blasting pattern has also been amended to generate smaller blasts with less potential for rock
slips but this takes longer and delays the construction programme. He said it is still planned to
remove the boulders which have fallen into the gorge.

9.4

Mr van der Merwe (DAFF) noted that the SECO for the Mtentu bridge contract is compiling a
monthly report on clearing work in the forest areas for the DAFF Eastern Cape Regional Office, as
per the requirements of the DAFF licence.
Mr Muir (Aveng Strabag JV) confirmed this was being done on the required reporting template.

9.5

Mr van der Merwe said there was mention in the presentation of a 50m³ hydrocarbon spill but it was
not clear whether this was 50m³ of soil that was contaminated or what the 50m³ referred to.
Mr Muir said the 50m³ was a typo error and it was actually 40 to 50 litres of hydrocarbons that were
spilt during the entire quarter and they were all removed and dealt with appropriately.

9.6

Mr van der Merwe said there was mention that the heritage permit had expired and he requested
SANRAL to commence with the renewal of permits at least 6 months in advance of the expiry date.
Ms Makoa said that the authorities should take cognisance of the fact that the project has a 5 year
construction programme when issuing permits because the issuing of permits for different durations,
and in some cases for only one year, leads to disruptions.

9.7

Mr Vatsha (Delta Environmental Centre) said he didn’t see any reporting on OHS in the
presentations and asked whether there had been any injuries or near misses on site so far.
Mr Gibberd said the OHS consultants do a monthly audit and there have been a few minor injuries
on the haul roads and bridge contracts but no fatalities. He said the OHS is not reported in the EMC
meetings because it doesn’t form part of the environmental reporting on the project.

9.8

Mr Dlamini (DEA Compliance) said he noted from the ECO presentation that there were two
spillages of cement contaminated water from a settling pond and from the photographs they
appeared to be big spillages. The first incident was recorded as being closed while the second was
still open. As the officials in the sub-directorate who should be notified of emergency incidents in
order to provide advice on what needs to be done and what documentation needs to be provided so
that the incident can be closed off, neither himself nor Ms Hlongwane were notified of these
incidents. In terms of Section 30 of NEMA dealing with the control of emergency incidents, the
failure to report such an incident is punishable by a fine of up to R5 million, imprisonment or both.
Mr Fredericks said he requested an incident report from the contractor and had commented on the
draft report. Once it has been signed off it will be forwarded to him and he will then send it to DEA.
Mr Drew asked when the incident took place.
Mr Lepono said it was first noticed on 8 October.
Mr Dlamini said that such incidents should be reported to DEA immediately after they are detected
and DEA will then advise on whether or not the incident is a Section 30 incident. If it is a Section 30
incident a report must be filed within 14 days on a special reporting template.
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Mr Muir said the Karoo pond, which is a temporary settlement pond, overflowed into a drainage line
and mixed with the stormwater on 6 October following heavy rainfall on 5 October. It then flowed
under the plant holding area into the wetland. It was addressed on 8 October when all the relevant
parties were on site and remedial action was taken. Although from the photos it looks like a bad
incident, it was felt at the time that it was not an emergency incident as the effluent was diluted by
the stormwater and it formed a very thin crust that was easy to clean up. Going forwards the
contractor will immediately report any incident that could be deemed an emergency incident to the
ECO and PEM who will then inform DEA to determine whether the incident should be treated as a
Section 30 incident or not.
Ms Ntene said if the incident was detected on 6 October it should have been reported on 6 October.
Mr Dlamini said that SANRAL, as the authorisation holder, should ensure that the contractor, who is
acting on their behalf, complies with the requirements of the authorisation and EMP. He requested
SANRAL to send DEA an incident report with supporting documents for both spillage incidents as
soon as possible. The incidents will then be assigned to a case officer who will inform the applicant
if further documentation is required.
Mr Fredericks undertook to send the two incident reports on behalf of SANRAL by the following
Wednesday. (21 November 2018).
9.9

SLR

Mr Dlamini said it was reported that the ECOs are struggling to get the daily site environmental
records. As the ECOs only go to site once a month there is concern about what happens the rest of
the time when they are not there. There could be incidents that are being missed but there is
nobody on site and there are no daily diaries or incident registers to record any incidents.
Mr Fredericks said that what was referred to in the ECO reports was the haul road contracts where
the SECOs are no longer on site because the contracts have been completed. There are still some
outstanding snags and house construction work being carried out and the contractor has a project
manager on site who has also been assigned the ECO duties. He said it was recommended that the
Engineer impose penalties on the haul road contractors for non-compliance and to instruct them to
provide the requested documents. Some of the documents have been provided but there are still
some missing.

9.10

Mr Mbikwana said that similar to Section 30 in NEMA, Section 20 of the National Water Act deals
with the control of emergency incidents. In terms of the NWA an assessment must be made of all
hazardous materials on site and there must be a document setting out the procedures to be followed
if there is an emergency incident so that if an incident occurs, the necessary remedial action can be
taken immediately, even before any reporting is done.

9.11

Mr Mokhanya (ECPHRA) said that in terms of issuing permits the heritage sector is different from
other sectors like water and the environment in that the permit must be applied for and be issued to
a heritage practitioner. He requested SANRAL to ensure that heritage practitioners are appointed as
soon as possible so that there are no further delays on the project. He said that blanket permits for a
whole area are not issued and separate permits must be issued for the exhumation and reburial of
different families.

9.12

Mr Ricketts said the presentation mentioned that the plant holding facility for the Msikaba south haul
road was moved to the headman’s homestead and he asked why this was done.

SLR

Mr Fredericks said it was moved so that there could be proper security for the plants because the
site camp for the haul road had been de-established. He said the same plant search and rescue
team is still looking after the plants.
9.13

Mr Mapiya (ECPTA) asked whether the local leadership, such as the municipality and the traditional
leaders, were involved in trying to resolve the labour dispute at the Mtentu Bridge site.
Mr Gibberd said the local municipality and provincial authorities together with the traditional leaders
have been involved in the process to try and resolve the dispute.

9.14

Mr Goss asked if he could pose some questions relating to the BOA and whether Mr Nombembe
had been given the questions he sent to the chairperson on 16 August.
Mr Drew said the questions all related to the implementation of the BOA and, while ECPTA are
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reporting on their progress to the EMC, he had recommended that Mr Goss attend the BOA meeting
on 30 October in Port St Johns so that he could get more involved in that process as it appears to
be his main area of interest.
Mr Goss said he was unable to attend this meeting but he will endeavour to attend those meetings
in future. He said most of what he wanted to know had already been covered by Mr Nombembe but
he asked for clarity on the areas that are to be considered for the offsets. He asked whether any
locations in the AmaDiba area were being investigated such as the Mnyameni area or whether
these areas were being omitted because of the mining or some other issue.
Mr Nombembe said that a site analysis will be carried out and some of the outcomes will be
informed by this analysis. He said the availability and status of the sites will be the key factors in this
process.
9.15

Mr Goss asked what the status of the offset areas will be and how they will be protected.
Mr Nombembe said the idea is that those areas will be proclaimed as protected areas and a
stewardship programme will run parallel with the work ECPTA is doing on the BOA.

9.16

Mr Goss asked whether some of the money received by the ECPTA could not be used to appoint
local people from the AmaDiba or Msikaba areas to assist with the implementation of the BOA.
Mr Nombembe said he didn’t want to discuss budget matters.

9.17

Mr Drew said the final matter he wanted to raise was the dates for the EMC meetings in 2019. It was
agreed that the meetings would take place as follows:
 Wednesday 27 February 2019
 Wednesday 15 May 2019
 Wednesday 14 August 2019
 Wednesday 13 November 2019
He said the elections are due to take place in May and if the election date clashes with the meeting
in May when it is announced then this meeting date will be changed.

10.

WAY FORWARD AND CLOSURE

10.1

Mr Drew said the next EMC meeting will be on 27 February 2019 and he will send out details of the
meeting and whether there will be a site visit closer to the time.
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